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JAGUAR GEAR – ACCESSORIES



3Accessory shown: Rear Mounted Ski Carrier

EXPERIENCE JAGUAR GEAR
Your Jaguar F-TYPE was designed to handle every twist and turn flawlessly and 
elegantly. With this in mind, our exclusively designed range of Jaguar accessories 
will live up to your high standards and maintain the aesthetics of your Jaguar.  
We offer a wide range of stylish and practical interior and exterior accessories 
to suit every lifestyle, whether you’re looking for design features, carrying 
components, wheels, or wheel accessories. 

METICULOUSLY DESIGNED  
AND ENGINEERED
Jaguar accessories are engineered by the same team who designed the car itself. 
They are the experts who understand every intimate detail of your Jaguar.  
Their expertise allows them to create accessories that complement its overall 
design, while optimising performance.
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TESTED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
All Jaguar accessories are rigorously tested and inspected to ensure absolute quality and lasting driving 
pleasure. They meet the exacting standards you expect from Jaguar while working in total harmony with 
your car.

Accessories are tested in extreme hot and cold temperatures to ensure they will perform in all conditions, 
year round. Corrosion resistance testing ensures accessories can withstand demanding climates such as 
coastal conditions, while a series of tests ensures seamless integration with your Jaguar’s existing  
safety features.

Accessories are also put through their paces via bespoke testing specific to their design, function and 
the materials from which they're made. Exterior accessory testing, for example, includes:

-  Exposure to up to two years of direct sunlight known as ‘Florida Weathering’

- Heat Ageing Test for 500 hours

- Extreme Heat Test ranging from -40°C to 80°C

 -  Heat Shock Testing during which parts are cooled to -40°C for 16 hours, then heated to 70°C  
for 5 minutes

-  Humidity Resistance Test where accessories are subjected to 168 hours at 48°C in 95-100% humidity

 -  Accelerated Environmental Cycle Testing comprising a relentless barrage of salt, dirt and dust  
to simulate a lifetime of real world driving.

QUALITY 
ASSURED
For additional peace of mind, all Jaguar 
accessories come with a minimum  
24 month warranty. Or can be covered 
under your vehicle’s existing warranty if 
they’re purchased within the first month 
of ownership or 1,000 miles (whichever  
comes first).
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SILVER 
WEAVE 
CARBON 
FIBRE
Designed, engineered and 
tested by Jaguar, Silver Weave 
Carbon Fibre accessories 
provide the ultimate 
performance-inspired styling 
enhancement. The range 
includes: Silver Weave Carbon 
Fibre mirror covers, side power 
vents, bonnet louvres and roll 
hoops, featuring a 2x2 twill 
weave with an eye-catching 
aluminium thread and a High 
Gloss lacquered finish.

1. Mirror Covers - Silver Weave Carbon Fibre

2. Side Power Vents - Silver Weave Carbon Fibre 4. Roll Hoops - Silver Weave Carbon Fibre

3. Bonnet Louvres - Silver Weave Carbon Fibre 

42

1 3
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1. Rear Diffuser – Carbon Fibre

Statement exterior styling accessory 
to replace the standard rear valance 
with a performance diffuser featuring 
aero blades for optimised air flow. 
High grade Carbon Fibre featuring 
a 2x2 twill weave and a High Gloss 
lacquered finish. Provides weight 
benefits associated with carbon fibre.

2. Engine Cover – Carbon Fibre

Carbon Fibre engine cover provides 
weight benefits and premium finish to  
the engine compartment. Features  
Jaguar branding.

3. Mirror Covers – Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers provide  
a performance-inspired styling upgrade. 

4. Side Power Vents – Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre side power vents  
provide a performance-inspired styling upgrade. 

5. Roll Hoops – Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre roll hoops 
featuring a 2x2 twill weave and 
a High Gloss lacquered finish. 
Provides a performance-inspired 
styling enhancement coupled with 
weight benefits associated with 
carbon fibre.

6. Bonnet Louvres – Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre bonnet 
louvres featuring a 2x2 twill weave 
and a High Gloss lacquered finish. 
Provides a performance-inspired styling 
enhancement coupled with weight 
benefits associated with carbon fibre.

7. Grille - Gloss Black

Provides a High Gloss Black finish to the grille surround 
and bumper beam accentuating the F-TYPE’s dynamic 
appearance.

8. Exterior Sport Design Pack

Body kit designed to further enhance the F-TYPE 
performance image. This retailer fit body kit allows 
customers to create an exclusive sporty exterior trim 
available for F-TYPE. The kit includes; front bumper splitter 
kit, comprising of one central and two side splitters, side sills 
and unique rear valance featuring a unique venturi blade.

EXTERIOR

3
5
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INTERIOR

4. Sill Treadplates – Union Jack

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill 
treadplate finisher for driver or 
passenger doors featuring a distinctly 
British design.

5. Sill Treadplates – Illuminated

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill 
treadplate finisher for driver or 
passenger doors. Illuminate when 
either the driver or passenger doors 
are opened. Highlighted by soft 
phosphor blue lighting.

1. Centre Console –  
Carbon Fibre

Exclusive premium finish for the 
centre console offered in a 
Satin finish to minimise glare 
and reflections. Comprises 
Carbon Fibre centre console, 
centre dial and centre fascia 
replacement trim.

2. Sill Treadplates – Personalised 
Illuminated

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill treadplate 
finisher for driver or passenger doors. 
Illuminate when either the driver or 
passenger doors are opened. Highlighted 
by soft phosphor blue lighting. Allows 
customer to specify a monochrome ‘motif’ 
in a choice of approved typefaces/scripts. 

3. Pedal Covers - Bright Metal

Made from stainless steel and rubber, the 
pedal kit fits securely over existing pedals 
for a contemporary, sporting appearance. 

6. Gearshift Paddles – 
Aluminium

Replacement steering wheel 
gearshift paddles offered in a 
premium aluminium material 
providing a high quality finish 
to a key contact point in the 
vehicle. Manufactured from 
billet machined aluminium, the 
paddles are hand brushed for a 
premium finish and anodised to 
ensure they will not deteriorate 
with wear.

1

7
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7. Gear Selector -  
Carbon Fibre

Enjoy the unique feel of this 
performance-inspired Carbon 
Fibre topped gear selector with 
High Gloss lacquered finish.

8. Rubber Mats

Hard wearing Jaguar branded 
rubber mats provide added 
protection for your vehicle's 
carpets.

11. Flexible Luggage Retainer

Provides a neat stowage solution to help 
secure luggage or other items within the 
luggage compartment area.

9. Luxury Carpet Mats

Luxurious, tailored 2,050gm2 pile front carpet 
mat set with embossed Jaguar logo and nubuck 
edge binding. The premium mats provide a well 
appointed finishing touch to the interior.

10. Luggage Compartment Side Net

Side net provides additional enclosed storage in the 
luggage compartment and helps to secure loose 
items such as bags or small parcels.

1 2 4 5

63 10
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WHEELS & WHEEL ACCESSORIES

1. Wheel Centre Badge – 
Union Jack

A distinctive monochrome 
centre badge featuring the 
Jaguar logo with a Union 
Jack design providing a 
British twist.

2. Alloy Wheel - 20" 5 Spoke,  
'Style 5062', With Carbon Fibre Silver 
Weave Finish

Personalise your vehicle with a 
selection of alloy wheels featuring 
a wide range of contemporary and 
dynamic designs.

3. Styled Valve Caps

Add the finishing touch to your 
vehicle's wheels with a range of 
unique custom valve caps. 

4. Jaguar Logo Wheel Nut Kit – 
Black

Enhance the look of your vehicle’s 
wheels with Jaguar branded 
wheel nuts.

5. Sock Winter Traction Aid

An innovative lightweight textile 
snow and ice traction aid for use  
on roads in winter conditions.  
Easy and quick to attach, packs 
down for easy stowage.

3 421

15
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THE PRICE LIST
All Jaguar accessories come with a minimum 24 month warranty.  
They can also be covered under your vehicle’s existing warranty  
if they’re purchased within the first month of ownership or 1,000 miles  
(whichever comes first).

For further information on accessories, please visit gear.jaguar.com/gb/en/
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EXTERIOR STYLING EXTERIOR STYLING (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Exterior Sport Design Pack*

Body kit designed to further enhance the F-TYPE performance 
image. This retailer fit body kit allows customers to create an 
exclusive sporty exterior trim available for F-TYPE.  The kit 
includes; front bumper splitter kit, comprising of one central and 
two side splitters, side sills and unique rear valance featuring a 
unique venturi blade. 

For i4 and V6 models only Supplied in a primed condition for 
retailer painting. T2R25913LML £2651

For V8 models only
Not applicable for SVR.  
Supplied in a primed condition for 
retailer painting. 

T2R25915LML £2651

Grille - Gloss Black Provides a High Gloss Black finish to the grille surround and 
bumper beam accentuating the F-TYPE’s dynamic appearance.

Non PDC equipped 
vehicles

Standard on SVR.

T2R13838 £829

PDC equipped vehicles T2R13839 £829

Fixed Rear Spoiler*
This retailer fit fixed rear spoiler subtly enhances the F-TYPE 
exterior styling performance image, without affecting the purity 
of line. 

For Coupé only
Not applicable for SVR.
Supplied in a primed condition for 
retailer painting. 

T2R19419LML £1125

Rear Diffuser - Carbon Fibre

Statement exterior styling accessory to replace the standard rear 
valance with a performance diffuser featuring aero blades for 
optimised air flow. High grade Carbon Fibre featuring a 2x2 twill 
weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish. Provides weight benefits 
associated with carbon fibre.

For i4 and V6 models only T2R5391 £2935

Engine Cover - Carbon Fibre Carbon Fibre engine cover provides weight benefits and premium 
finish to the engine compartment. Features Jaguar branding.

Not applicable for AWD or i4 
models. Not applicable for SVR. T2R8019 £2391

Jaguar Performance Calipers Performance inspired cosmetic upgrade of red caliper front  
and rear. Not available for AWD models. T2R9300 £1546

Bonnet Louvres - Silver Weave 
Carbon Fibre

High grade Silver Weave Carbon Fibre bonnet louvres featuring a 
2x2 twill weave with aluminium thread and a High Gloss lacquered 
finish. Provides a performance-inspired styling enhancement 
coupled with weight benefits associated with carbon fibre. 

Left Side
Not applicable for AWD models. 
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R25193 £525

Right Side T2R25191 £525

Left Side
For AWD models only.  
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R25194 £528

Right Side T2R25192 £528

Bonnet Louvres - Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre bonnet louvres featuring a 2x2 twill 
weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish. Provides a performance-
inspired styling enhancement coupled with weight benefits 
associated with carbon fibre. 

Left Side
Not applicable for AWD models. 
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R5275PEC £453

Right Side T2R5274PEC £453

Left Side
For AWD models only. 
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R16704 £473

Right Side T2R16703 £473

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Bonnet Louvres - Chrome Bright finish accents highlight the F-TYPE exterior styling cues. 
Left Side

Not applicable for AWD models. 
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R5277LML £204

Right Side T2R5276LML £204

Bonnet Louvres - Gloss Black Provides a dynamic exterior styling enhancement. 

Left Side
Not applicable for AWD models. 
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R16440 £175

Right Side T2R16441 £120

Left Side
For AWD models only.  
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R15918 £236

Right Side T2R15916 £236

Mirror Covers - Silver Weave  
Carbon Fibre

High grade Silver Weave Carbon Fibre mirror covers provide a 
performance-inspired styling enhancement. Featuring a 2x2 twill 
weave with an eye-catching aluminium thread and a High Gloss 
lacquered finish.

Left Side T2R25196 £414

Right Side T2R25195 £414

Mirror Covers - Carbon Fibre High grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers provide a performance-
inspired styling upgrade. 

Left Side T2R5390 £374

Right Side T2R5389 £374

Mirror Covers - Chrome Chrome mirror covers accentuate the stylish design of the exterior 
mirrors. Left and right side options available.

Left Side T2R5400 £158

Right Side T2R5399 £158

Side Power Vents - Silver Weave 
Carbon Fibre

High grade Silver Weave Carbon Fibre side power vents provide a 
performance-inspired styling enhancement. Featuring a 2x2 twill 
weave with an eye-catching aluminium thread and a High Gloss 
lacquered finish.

Left Side

Not applicable for SVR.

T2R25198 £425

Right Side T2R25197 £425

Side Power Vents - Carbon Fibre High grade Carbon Fibre side power vents provide a 
performance-inspired styling upgrade. 

Left Side
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R5394 £371

Right Side T2R5393 £371

Side Power Vents - Gloss Black Jaguar branded Gloss Black side power vents provide a dynamic 
exterior styling enhancement. 

Left Side
Not applicable for SVR.

T2R15226 £109

Right Side T2R15225 £109

* Painting required and is not included in price.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Roll Hoops - Silver Weave  
Carbon Fibre

High grade Silver Weave Carbon Fibre roll hoops featuring a 2x2 
twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish. Provides a eye-
catching, performance-inspired styling enhancement coupled with 
weight-saving benefits associated with carbon fibre. 

Left Side
For F-TYPE Convertible only. 
Standard on SVR.

T2R23379 £594

Right Side T2R23378 £594

Roll Hoops - Carbon Fibre

High grade Carbon Fibre roll hoops featuring a 2x2 twill weave 
and a High Gloss lacquered finish. Provides a performance-
inspired styling enhancement coupled with weight benefits 
associated with carbon fibre. 

Left Side
For F-TYPE Convertible only. 
Standard on SVR.

T2R12565 £543

Right Side T2R12564 £543

Roll Hoops - Chrome Bright finish accents highlight the F-TYPE exterior styling cues. 
Left Side

For F-TYPE Convertible only.
T2R5402 £183

Right Side T2R5401 £183

Roll Hoops - Gloss Black Provides a dynamic exterior styling enhancement. 
Left Side

For F-TYPE Convertible only. 
Standard fit on F-TYPE V8 S.

T2R1115 £183

Right Side T2R2248 £183

Wind Deflector
Simple to fit and remove, the wind deflector reduces air draught 
and turbulence in the passenger compartment, even at high 
speeds. Supplied with a Jaguar branded stowage bag.  

For F-TYPE Convertible only. T2R11321 £260

EXTERIOR PROTECTION

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

All-Weather Car Cover
All-weather tailored cover for the F-TYPE with the Jaguar logo. 
Protect your F-TYPE from the elements, including showers, frost 
and dust. Quick and easy to fit.

Not applicable for SVR.
Not applicable for vehicles fitted with 
fixed rear spoiler.

T2R4364 £279

CARRYING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Rear Mounted Ski Carrier 

Carrying up to two pairs of skis of up to 1.9m in length, this 
lockable carrier has been designed to ensure skis remain at 
ambient temperature in transit with minimal wind noise and 
resistance. Mounting mechanism has been positioned discreetly 
beneath the rear bumper ensuring a clean finish when the carrier 
mounting arms are removed. Following initial retailer installation 
the carrier can be removed easily in a matter of minutes. 

For V6 models only T2R13769 £1073

For V8 models only Not applicable for SVR. T2R11987 £1058

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Fire Extinguisher* Dry powder fire extinguisher, effective against a wide range of fires, 
including petrol and electrical. T2R10328 £139

First Aid Kit* Treat minor injuries with this comprehensive first aid kit. T4N9157 £24

Warning Triangle* Warning triangle for emergency use. Comes complete with integral 
stand and stows in luggage compartment.  C2P2895 £24

Child Seat - Group 0+ (Birth - 13kg), 
Cloth, Jaguar

For babies from birth - 13kg (approximately birth to 12 - 15 months). 
Jaguar branded. Rearward facing on rear seat. Includes wind/sun 
canopy and padded and machine washable cover. Easy, height 
adjustable headrest and five-point harness with one-pull adjustment. 
Can be installed with the vehicle’s three-point seat belt. Approved to 
European test standard ECE R44-04.

C2D52043 £216

Child Seat - Group 2/3 (15kg - 36kg), 
Cloth, Jaguar

For children 15kg - 36kg (approximately 4 - 12 years). Jaguar branded. 
Forward facing on rear seat. Padded machine washable cover. Height 
adjustable headrest and upper seat belt guides ensure correct 
seat belt position. Improved side protection from deep, padded 
side wings. Can be installed with the vehicle's three-point seat belt. 
Approved to European test standard ECE R44-04.

C2D52045 £281

SAFETY

*Legislative requirement to carry in vehicle in certain countries.

EXTERIOR STYLING (CONTINUED)
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INTERIOR PROTECTION

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Luggage Compartment  
Semi-Rigid Protector

This premium protector tailored specifically for your vehicle  
will protect the luggage compartment trim. Light and durable,  
it is easily removable for cleaning. Features a Bright finish  
Jaguar ingot. 

For Coupé only Not applicable for vehicles fitted  
with umbrella holder. T2R11244 £149

Luggage Compartment Side Net
Side net provides additional enclosed storage in the luggage 
compartment and helps to secure loose items such as bags or 
small parcels.

For Coupé only One per vehicle. T2R22934 £77

Flexible Luggage Retainer Provides a neat stowage solution to help secure luggage or other 
items within the luggage compartment area. C2D49365 £34

Rubber Mats Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide added 
protection for your vehicle’s carpets. T2R16568PVJ £109

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Gearshift Paddles - Aluminium

Replacement steering wheel gearshift paddles offered in a 
premium aluminium material providing a high quality finish 
to a key contact point in the vehicle. Manufactured from billet 
machined aluminium, the paddles are hand brushed for a 
premium finish and anodised to ensure they will not deteriorate 
with wear.

Automatic transmission only. 
Standard on 400 SPORT and SVR. T2R6547MMU £400

Centre Console - Carbon Fibre
Exclusive premium finish for the centre console offered in a Satin 
finish to minimise glare and reflections. Comprises Carbon Fibre 
centre console, centre dial and centre fascia replacement trim.  

Automatic transmission only. T2R5268 £737

Gear Selector - Carbon Fibre Enjoy the unique feel of this performance-inspired Carbon Fibre 
topped gear selector with High Gloss lacquered finish. Manual transmission only. T2R24247 £217

Pedal Covers - Bright Metal Made from stainless steel and rubber, the pedal kit fits securely 
over existing pedals for a contemporary, sporting appearance.  Automatic transmission only. 

Standard on 400 SPORT and SVR. C2P23554 £125

Sill Treadplates 

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill treadplate finisher for driver or 
passenger doors. Illuminate when either the driver or passenger 
doors are opened. Highlighted by soft phosphor blue lighting.

Illuminated T2R6090 £601

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill treadplate finisher for driver or 
passenger doors. Illuminate when either the driver or passenger 
doors are opened. Highlighted by soft phosphor blue lighting. 
Allows customer to specify a monochrome ‘motif’ in a choice of 
approved typefaces/scripts. 

Personalised, 
Illuminated T2R6091 £859

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill treadplate finisher for driver or 
passenger doors featuring a distinctly British design. Union Jack T2R5985 £256

Red Seatbelts Eye-catching red seatbelts offer a sport interior update to the 
F-TYPE seats.

Left Side T2R20695CJA £269

Right Side T2R20693CJA £275

Sports Carpet Mats Sports mats offered in Jet Black feature a unique carpet pile with 
nubuck edging and Jaguar branding. T2R14122PVJ £81

INTERIOR STYLING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Luxury Carpet Mats 
Luxurious, tailored 2,050gm2 pile front carpet mats with 
embossed Jaguar logo and nubuck edge binding. The premium 
mats provide a well appointed finishing touch to the interior. 

  T2R16571PVJ £128

Luggage Compartment  
Luxury Carpet Mat

Luxurious soft luggage mat in Jet Black with the Jaguar logo. 
Deep premium 2,050gm2 pile with nubuck edging. For Coupé only T2R11270PVJ £149

INTERIOR STYLING (CONTINUED)
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WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

18” 10 Spoke, ‘Style 1024’, Alloy Wheel

Personalise your vehicle with 
a selection of alloy wheels 
featuring a wide range of 
contemporary and dynamic 
designs.

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Standard on F-TYPE 3.0L 340PS.
Only available with Jaguar performance braking system  
(355mm front/325mm rear). 18" accessory wheels can only  
be fitted where 18" wheels are originally fitted to the vehicle.

C2P18511 £914

Rear T2R1858 £890

18" 10 Spoke, 'Style 1036', Alloy Wheel

Front Not applicable for SVR. For 300PS i4 models only. 
Only available with Jaguar performance braking system  
(355mm front/325mm rear). 18" accessory wheels can only  
be fitted where 18" wheels are originally fitted to the vehicle.

T2R17513 £868

Rear T2R17514 £942

18” 7 Spoke, ‘Style 7017’, Alloy Wheel 
Front Not applicable for SVR. 

Only available with Jaguar performance braking system  
(355mm front/325mm rear). 18" accessory wheels can only  
be fitted where 18" wheels are originally fitted to the vehicle.

C2P1010 £914

Rear C2P12612 £890

19” 10 Spoke, ‘Style 1023’, Alloy Wheel 
Front Not applicable for SVR. 

Standard on F-TYPE 3.0L 380PS. Not available  
with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R1860 £1194

Rear T2R1862 £1194

19” 10 Spoke, ‘Style 1026’, Alloy Wheel
Front Not applicable for SVR. 

Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm 
front/380mm rear).

T2R9704 £1093

Rear T2R9705 £1230

19” 10 Spoke, ‘Style 1026’,  
with Gloss Black Diamond Turned 
finish, Alloy Wheel

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm 
front/380mm rear).

T2R9706 £782

Rear T2R9707 £782

19” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5057’,  
Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Only available with Jaguar performance braking system (355mm 
front/325mm rear).

C2P12619 £1194

Rear C2P12620 £1230

19” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5058’, with 
Technical Grey Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm 
front/380mm rear).

T2R14421 £1205

Rear T2R14422 £1319

19” 7 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 7013’,  
Alloy Wheel 

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm 
front/380mm rear).

T2R4749 £1154

Rear T2R4751 £1230

19” 7 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 7013’, with 
Black Finish, Alloy Wheel 

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm 
front/380mm rear).

T2R4750 £1194

Rear T2R4752 £1245

For full applicability please speak to your Jaguar Retailer. Price excludes fitment of tyre to rim and is per set of two wheel rims only. 

FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Smoker’s Pack 

A 12 volt lighter to accompany the smoker’s pack receptacle. Lighter C2C11315 £24

Premium finish receptacle designed for a perfect fit in your 
vehicle’s cup holder. Receptacle T2H8762 £19

Umbrella Holder

Neat storage solution provides secure stowage for one full size 
umbrella within the luggage compartment. Features Noble finish 
fixing and velcro fastening. Jaguar branding embossed onto 
leather straps. Umbrella not included.

Not applicable for vehicles fitted  
with luggage compartment  
semi-rigid protector.

T2R11274 £119

UV Sunshade 
Tailor-made for the F-TYPE windscreen and features F-TYPE 
branding. Reflects the sun’s rays and helps to keep the interior  
of the vehicle cool.

T2R7758
£255

Battery Conditioner 

Diagnoses, monitors and maintains the battery at optimum 
levels ensuring prolonged battery life and reliability. Features 
integrated wiring and a dedicated DIN socket within the luggage 
compartment area, providing convenience and ease of use. 

C2P24103 £204
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

20” 10 Spoke, ‘Style 1025’, Alloy Wheel

Personalise your vehicle 
with a selection of alloy 
wheels featuring a wide 
range of contemporary 
and dynamic designs.

Front Not applicable for SVR.
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R1864 £1374

Rear T2R1866 £1374

20” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5039’,  
Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R3286 £1332

Rear T2R3287 £1408

20” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5039’,  
with Gloss Black finish, Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R3288 £1434

Rear T2R3289 £1434

20” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5040’,  
with Metallic Black finish, Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Only available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R9909 £782

Rear T2R9910 £782

20” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5041’,  
Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R4745 £1402

Rear T2R4747 £1464

20” 5 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 5041’,  
with Gloss Black finish, Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R4746 £1374

Rear T2R4748 £1402

20” 5 Spoke, ‘Style 5042’, Forged, 
with Carbon Fibre and Satin Dark 
Grey Diamond Turned finish, Alloy 
Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R20830 £1898

Rear T2R20831 £1898

20” 5 Spoke, ‘Style 5060’, Alloy Wheel  
Front Not applicable for SVR. 

Standard on F-TYPE R. Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic 
braking system (398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R17515 £1328

Rear T2R17516 £1402

20” 5 Spoke, ‘Style 5062’, Forged, 
Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R3292 £1898

Rear T2R3293 £1898

20” 5 Spoke, ‘Style 5062’, with Carbon 
Fibre Silver Weave finish, Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R11271 £1898

Rear T2R11272 £1898

20” 6 Split-Spoke, ‘Style 6003’, with 
Dark Grey Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel  

Front Not applicable for SVR. 
Not available with Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system  
(398mm front/380mm rear).

T2R12014 £1374

Rear T2R12015 £1374

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Styled Valve Caps Add the finishing touch to your vehicle’s wheels with 
a range of unique custom valve caps.

Black Jack

Sold as a set of four.

C2D19598 £35

Jaguar Logo C2D54161 £39

R-Type Logo C2D54162 £39

Union Jack C2D19599 £35

Jaguar Logo Wheel Nut Kit Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with 
Jaguar branded Black or Chrome wheel nuts.

Black 
Sold as a set of 20.

C2D20073 £225

Chrome C2D20072 £219

Locking Wheel Nuts Protect your wheels with custom designed  
high-security locking wheel nuts. Sold as a set of four.  T2R10816 £103

Wheel Centre Badge 

A distinctive red wheel centre badge featuring 
Jaguar logo branding and offered for all  
available wheels. 

Red Jaguar Logo

Sold as a set of four.

C2D47107 £115

A distinctive monochrome centre badge featuring 
the Jaguar logo with a Union Jack design providing 
a British twist.

Union Jack T2R5513 £80

WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES (CONTINUED)WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES (CONTINUED)

For full applicability please speak to your Jaguar Retailer. Price excludes fitment of tyre to rim and is per set of two wheel rims only. 
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*For size applicability see Jaguar Retailer.
**Certain markets require the space saver to be a contrasting colour to the standard wheels.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART 
NUMBER

PRICE

Snow Sock Winter Traction Aid*

An innovative lightweight textile snow and ice 
traction aid for use on roads in winter conditions. 
Easy and quick to attach, packs down for easy 
stowage. Fitment to all four wheels is recommended.

Pack 695 Offered for 235/55 R17, 245/45 R18, 245/50 R18,  
245/40 R19, 245/45 R19 and 245/40 R20 size wheels. C2D20229 £94

Pack 697 Offered for 305 30 R20 size wheel only. C2D20230 £91

Pack 69J Offered for 275 35 R19, 295 30 R20 and 305 30 R20 size 
wheels. C2D20228 £97

Snow Traction System*
Improved mobility in snow, mud and icy driving 
conditions with this high-grip snow chain traction 
system. Fits the rear wheels only.

Requires 18” 7 Spoke ‘Style 7017’ (C2P1010, C2P12612) 
or 19” 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5057’ (C2P12619, C2P12620) 
wheels for fitment.

T2R6040 £549

Space Saver Spare Wheel**
The space saver wheel kit is offered as a retailer fit 
upgrade for vehicles equipped with the line fit tyre 
repair kit. 

Black 
For 19” wheels

Black space saver spare wheel kit offered for vehicles 
equipped with Silver wheels. Not available with  
Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm front/ 
380mm rear). Tyre must be ordered separately.

T2R12221 £389

Red 
For 19” wheels

Black space saver spare wheel kit offered for vehicles 
equipped with Silver wheels. Not available with  
Jaguar carbon ceramic braking system (398mm front/
380mm rear). Tyre must be ordered separately.

T2R12220 £400

Spare Wheel Cover
Jaguar branded space saver spare wheel cover 
providing a clean finish for wheel when stored in the 
luggage compartment. 

For space saver spare wheel only. T2R5893 £57

Tyre Pressure Gauge

Digital tyre pressure gauge which stores 
recommended pressure and has a 360° rotating 
nozzle to locate tyre valve, LED light, tread depth 
gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2 and comes 
complete with storage case.

C2P24751 £31

Wheel Cleaner - 500ml Trigger Spray

Jaguar and Autoglym have collaborated to develop 
and rigorously test a unique high performance 
wheel cleaner. This specially formulated alloy wheel 
cleaner is the only wheel cleaning product approved 
as compliant with Jaguar’s exacting technical 
requirements and is officially recommended for all 
Jaguar vehicles.

C2D20074 £12

Wheel Cleaner Brush This shaped wheel cleaner brush is specifically 
designed to the contours of your vehicle’s wheels. C2D16488 £15

WHEELS AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES (CONTINUED) NOTES
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Jaguar Land Rover Limited 
Registered Office: Abbey Road, Whitley, 
Coventry, CV3 4LF, United Kingdom

Registered in England Number: 1672070

gear.jaguar.com/gb/en/

VEHICLE SHOWN FRONT AND BACK COVER - F-TYPE R COUPE IN FUJI WHITE WITH EXTERIOR CARBON FIBRE PACK  
AND CARBON CEREMIC BRAKE PACK

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Whilst Jaguar take the utmost care in ensuring that all details in this publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are 
constantly striving for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Details  
of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit local market conditions and requirements, and not all products 
are available in every market. Some vehicles are shown with accessories or optional equipment fitted.

COLOURS
The colours reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual 
vehicle. The company reserves the right to alter or withdraw any colour finish without notice. Some of these colours may not be 
obtainable in your country. Please check availability of colours and current specifications with your Jaguar Retailer. Distributors 
and retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind Jaguar Land Rover Limited  
to any express or implied undertaking or representation.

ENVIRONMENTAL INNOVATION AT JAGUAR
Jaguar is committed to reducing dependency on fossil fuels, using fewer natural resources and creating less waste as part of our 
approach to responsible and sustainable business development.

Search 'Jaguar Environmental Innovation' for more details.

NOTES
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